CIDOC CRM Corrections and Edits

Please use this form to flag small errors such as typos, mispunctuations, etc. in the CIDOC CRM documentation.

This form is the result of work on Issue 541: [https://cidoc-crm.org/Issue/ID-541-small-edits-checklist](https://cidoc-crm.org/Issue/ID-541-small-edits-checklist)

**Section 1: Describing the error**

**What is the error you have spotted?** *

Please indicate the proofreading error in quotation marks, along with what precedes and follows so that it can be located in the original document.

Your answer

**What is your suggested correction?**

Please include the same content as the question above, with the suggested edit in quotation marks. This is optional; a correction is not required to submit this form.

Your answer
What is your reasoning? *

Please explain of the reason for flagging the proofreading error - such as the nature of the error, eg. "typo" - or suggesting a specific edit.

Your answer

Section 2: Locating the error

In which version is the error located? *

Please try to check if the typo is still in the latest version, however, since a new version might arise before the edit is done, we would appreciate if you could indicate the version where the error resides.

- CIDOC CRM v. 7.2.1
- CIDOC CRM v. 7.1.2
- CIDOC CRM v. 7.1.1
- Other:  

In which section is the error located? *

Please indicate the class or the property where the error occurred. If it is in the introduction, please indicate the section. If it is in a diagram, please indicate the figure number (e.g. Figure 1).

Your answer
In which field is the error located? *

Please indicate the field where the error occurred. If it is in the introduction, please select "Other".

- Title
- Subclass of
- Superclass of
- Scope note
- Examples
- In First Order Logic
- Properties
- Domain
- Range
- Subproperty of
- Superproperty of
- Quantification
- Other:

On which page is the error located?

To make it easier to spot the error, please indicate the page where the edit must be done.

Your answer
Section 3: Other

What is your name?

Your answer

What is your email address?

Your answer

Any other comments?

Your answer

Submit
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